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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

Form CB
Amendment No. 2
TENDER OFFER/RIGHTS OFFERING NOTIFICATION FORM
Please place an X in the box(es) to designate the appropriate rule provision(s) relied upon to file this Form:






Securities Act Rule 801 (Rights Offering)
Securities Act Rule 802 (Exchange Offer)
Exchange Act Rule 13e-4(h)(8) (Issuer Tender Offer)
Exchange Act Rule 14d-1(c) (Third Party Tender Offer)
Exchange Act Rule 14e-2(d) (Subject Company Response)
Filed or submitted in paper if permitted by Regulation S-T Rule 101(b)(8)



Distribución y Servicio D&S S.A.
(Name of Subject Company)

Not Applicable
(Translation of Subject Company’s Name into English (if applicable))

Republic of Chile
(Jurisdiction of Subject Company’s Incorporation or Organization)

Inversiones Australes Tres Limitada
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
(Name of Person(s) Furnishing Form)

American Depositary Shares
(Title of Class of Subject Securities)

254753106
(CUSIP Number of Class of Securities)

Shares of Common Stock
(Title of Class of Subject Securities)

Not Applicable
(CUSIP Number of Class of Securities)

Not Applicable
(Name, Address (including zip code) and Telephone Number (including area code) of
Person(s) Authorized to Receive Notices and Communications on Behalf of Subject Company)

December 23, 2008
(Date Tender Offer/Rights Offering Commenced)

PART I - INFORMATION SENT TO SECURITY HOLDERS
Item 1. Home Jurisdiction Documents
The following documents are attached as exhibits to this Form:
Exhibit
Number

Description

1.*

English translation of Chilean Prospectus dated December 23, 2008.

2.*

English translation of Chilean Notice of Commencement.

* Previously furnished as Exhibits 2 and 3 to Form CB filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on December 23, 2008.
Item 2. Informational Legends
Not applicable.
PART II - INFORMATION NOT REQUIRED TO BE SENT TO SECURITY HOLDERS
Exhibit
Number

Description

3.**

Notice to U.S. Stockholders of Distribución y Servicio D&S S.A. (the “U.S. Supplement”).

4.**

ADS Letter of Transmittal.

5.**

Form of Acceptance.

6.**

Summary newspaper advertisement published in The Wall Street Journal on December 23, 2008.

7.**

Form of Letter to brokers, dealers, commercial banks, trust companies and other nominees.

8.***

English translation of response, dated January 2, 2009, by Mr. Felipe Ibáñez Scott, to a letter from the Superintendency of
Securities and Insurance (the “SVS”), dated December 24, 2008.

9.***

English translation of newspaper advertisement published in El Mercurio , a Chilean newspaper, on January 5, 2009.

10.****

English translation of interview with representatives of IM Trust Corredores de Bolsa S.A. published by El Mercurio , a
Chilean newspaper, on January 12, 2009.

**

Previously furnished as Exhibits 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively, to Form CB filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on
December 23, 2008.

***

Previously furnished as Exhibits 8 and 9 to Form CB Amendment No. 1 filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on
January 5, 2009.

****

Furnished herewith.

PART III - CONSENT TO SERVICE OF PROCESS
On December 23, 2008, Inversiones Australes Tres Limitada filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission a written irrevocable consent
and power of attorney on Form F-X.
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PART VI - SIGNATURES
After due inquiry and to the best of my knowledge and belief, I certify that the information set forth in this statement is true, complete and
correct.
Inversiones Australes Tres Limitada
/s/ Mitchell W. Slape
Name: Mitchell W. Slape
Title: Attorney-in-Fact
January 13, 2009
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
/s/ Gordon Y. Allison
Name: Gordon Y. Allison
Title: Vice President and General Counsel Corporate Division, and Assistant Secretary
January 13, 2009
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Exhibit 10
El Mercurio, Page B1
Fernando Edwards and Guillermo Tagle analyzed the development of Wal-Mart’s tender offer
IM Trust and the offer for D&S: “We don’t have here any shareholder with the power to block”
Contrary to some comments, the high representatives of the investment bank said
shareholders shouldn’t take a decision thinking D&S would be an investment regional
platform for the U.S. Company.
Although they said legal advisors are monitoring the episode generated by the
restrictions to Cuban products, they assign low risk that this issue could affect the
offer thus a expiration clause could apply.
“The market is working under the conviction that the tender offer is going to be
successful,” Guillermo Tagle

El Mercurio, Page B2
Guillermo Tagle and Fernando Edwards talked about Wal-Mart’s tender offer:
“There’s no concrete international plan for D&S at this point”
IM Trust executives, explained that legal advisors have been contacted to analyze the implications of an eventual move of the National
Economic Prosecutor in regards to Cuban products, although they defused any impact.
The business started through Lehman Brothers. Today’s extinct U.S. investment bank
worked with Wal-Mart but also had a long relation with IM Trust, the boutique office of
Pedro Donoso and Guillermo Tagle. It was 2006, and D&S the retailer from the Ibañez
family, already had some contacts with the company that has biggest sales in the world.
Through IM Trust, Lehman Brothers mergers and acquisitions team contacted D&S
controllers and started negotiations.
In spite of the interest both parts didn’t close the deal. “Conversations didn’t arrive to end
and after the merger with Falabella was announced. Then no contacts were made,” said
Fernando Edwards, partner and Under Director of corporate finance at IM Trust.
Once that merger failed, both parts contacted again. After Lehman Brothers, Barclays and
UBS started to negotiate the process at international level. Until December 19 the American
company launched the tender offer for US$2.66 billion.

Once the Tender Offer advertisement was published, Guillermo Tagle and Fernando Edwards met with the investment managers of the AFPs,
which together have 13.5% (of D&S property).
Days from the deadline –January 22- Tagle and Edwards assured the main concern expressed by shareholders is related to the exchange rate.
And they are convinced about the success of the operation. “In the minute the market bets this tender offer is going to be successful, the
movements of the stock price in the local market should be the same to the value of the dollar (…) The market is betting is going to receive
those dollars on January 29. The value in pesos in which the share is today, correspond to the price in dollars taken to the 29 th and the forward
value of the dollar on the 29 th . It’s a clear signal that the market is acting under the acknowledgement the tender offer is going to be
successful,” said Tagle, and adds that to be successful, the transaction requires to capture less than 50% that today is in the market.

“We don’t have here block power from any shareholder. The AFPs are important, but are not capable to block the transaction. There’s no risk
of a group looking for a ‘cartel’,” said Edwards.
-There´s been some speculation that D&S could be part of a Wal-Mart internationalization strategy in markets like Peru and
Colombia. This could make some shareholders to think to stay in the company due to future projections. For those minor shareholders
who want to take an informed decision, isn’t it a possibility and won’t it be a correct analysis?
GT: “Apart from Peru, everything else is not correct.”
- And Peru is?
GT: “Could be an option, but is just that.”
FE: “We understand there’s no concrete plan for D&S internationalization at this point. The informed decision is that no shareholder should
assume there’s no specific project to internationalize D&S.
GT: “In general, Wal-Mart has attacked each market in different ways. So, to assume that D&S is a vehicle for Latin America and the rest of
the World, I consider it not correct.”
FE: “No shareholder should base its decision on possible expansion plans.”
-Eventually if the National Economic Prosecutor opts to initiate an investigation due to the restriction to Cuban products, you could
fall in an expiration clause of the tender offer?
“We don’t have a complete vision on this issue. We understand that legal advisors are analyzing it. At the end we don’t have here a company
policy. It is a U.S. law that every North American company operating in any place in the world must fulfill, and Wal-Mart applies that rule in
every country where it is present. It shouldn’t impact. People are making this analysis. But none of us, nor any investor, has assigned to this
any relevance.”
-But eventual regulatory sanctions are in the clauses…
FE: “It’s clear. If any competent authority establishes any restriction for the transaction, it is obvious it can’t succeed. Wal-Mart is extremely
careful and respects the law, thus it won’t proceed against any ruling. But we assign low probability to this case. They are extremely
professional. They are asking their experts about the possible consequences of this. It is not a risk that could affect the transaction. At first
glance, this situation is a minor one.”
GT: “We haven’t received any pressure regarding this topic. Maybe only the competitors that have taken their opportunity to promote their
products.”

